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Why is it crucial?

Revenue – resources 
Representativeness -

influence
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The issues around membership

High 

membership

More resources

High quality 

services

High 

representativeness

Increasing 

membership

More resources

Further growth 

and influence
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The issues around membership

Membership low

Limited 

resources 

Limited services

Low influence

More limited 

membership

Lower resources

More limited 

services
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Reactions of BMOs

Two reactions:

1) Instinctive one

Lots of efforts, but not efficient and effective (NO cost

and effort maximised) and coherent (NO strategy)

We need more communication, a membership pack, launch new 

services...

Reactions of EBMOs
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Reactions of BMO’s

Two reactions:

2) A more professional one

Membership is a complex issue, which needs planning, 

holistic approach, a comprehensive strategy and 

dedicated support tools

Reactions of EBMOs
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Membership concepts

ie. Understanding our

members
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Obligatory vs. 
Voluntary 

Membership

Membership categories

Direct 
membership vs. 

Indirect 
membership

Large vs. 
Medium vs. 
Small sized 

member

Full 
membership vs. 

Associate
membership

Flat vs. Tiered 
membership 
(Gold, Silver, 
Bronze etc.)

Company
membership / 

Association 
membership
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Members as assets

Member vs. 
Lapsed Member

Member vs. At-
risk member 

Representativen
ess – by number 

of enterprises

Representativen
ess - by share of 

GDP

Representativen
ess – by spread 

of sectors

Representativen
ess – by type of 

enterprises
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Members as clients

Members vs 
Users of 
services

Users vs non-
Users

Active vs. 
Dormant 
members
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Discussion

Which are the main problems your
organization faces in membership

relations and development?

 Work in groups

20 minutes

Note down on a flipchart
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Talking about strategy

A strategic plan typically helps an 
organization respond to the following 
questions:

1. Where do I want to take my EBMO? –
The destination

2. Where are we right now? – The starting 
point

3. How will we get there? – The journey

4. How will I know if we are succeeding? –
The checkpoints
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Talking about strategy

A membership strategy is 

 Linked to the overall strategic plan of 
the EBMO

 Details the 

• objectives (destination), 

• starting point, 

• activities/tools (journey) and 

• KPIs (checkpoints) specific to membership
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Membership strategy

WHERE 
do we

want to 
go?

WHERE 
are we
now?

HOW 
will we

get
there?

HOW do 

we
measure
success?
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Talking about indicators

 You need indicators to track progress 

towards achieving your objectives
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Talking about indicators

 What do we want to measure ie. What is the

"essential-to-know" information?

Nature of 
Membership

Representativen
ess

Revenue 
generated

Service use
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Membership KPIs

 Members growth rate

N° (paying) members at 31.12.2018 / n° (paying) members at 31.12.2017

+ By segments / categories of membership as well as by location (capital 

city / region)

 Retention rate or Renewal rate 

N° (paying) members at 31.12.2018 [MINUS] new members [DIVIDED 

BY] total number of members at 31.12.2017 

 Recruitment rate

N° new (paying) members in 2018 / n° (paying) members

in 2017

Nature of 
Membership

Sucessful
strategies

have an effect
on both!
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Membership KPIs

 Members’ share by numbers

Total n° companies - members (direct + indirect) at 31.12.2018/ total n°

of registered companies in formal private sector in 2018

 Members’ share by employees

Total employment of (direct + indirect) members at  31.12.2018/ total 

employment in 2018 in formal private sector

 Members’ share by GDP

Total turnover of (direct + indirect) members at  31.12.2017/ total GDP 

in formal private sector

+ Evolution year by year

Representativen
ess
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Membership KPIs

 Collection rate

Total n° members having paid fees at x moment in time in 2018 / total 

number of paid members at 31.12.2017

+ Share of fees in overall income of the EBMO 

+ Evolution year by year

Revenue 
generated
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Membership KPIs

 Service use

N° members using at least 1 service during year X / n° members during 

year X

+ Variants according to intensity of use (for example 3 services)

+ Differentiation between members-users and «pure» users

 Engagement (dormant vs. active)

N° members having attended at least AGM or Board or commissions/ 

total n° members 

 Revenue generated by services

Income from selling of services at 31.12.2018

+ Evolution by year / share of services in overall income of the EBMO 

Service use

Indicator
of risk!
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Membership KPIs – across categories

 Members loyalty (=Average Tenure)

n° of total years of membership by all 

members / n° of members

 Average annual member value

total income of EBMO via membership and 

paying services for year x / n° members 

 Members life time value

average annual value X average tenure

Gives an indication
of the maximum 

budget available for 
recruitment
campaigns!
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How to manage members 

data?



24https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=11&v=NtNyrF9snkw

CRM DATABASE: EMPLOYERS' FEDERATION OF CEYLON 

Kaniska Weerasinghe - Director General
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Membership KPIs – some “golden rules”

 Suscription fees should represent approx. 50-70% of overall

EBMO income

 Rate of subscription fees collection should be around 90%

 Retention rates should not go under 80%

 Recruitment rates should always be higher than lapse members 

rates

Any other?
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The Membership Cycle The membership cycle and what it 
means for EBMOs
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The Membership Cycle

• All EBMOs conduct membership recruitment 
activities but what happens in many cases is that 
it is done in an ad hoc or piece meal approach;

• From the activities you are conducting,

– Which ones respond to which phase of the 
membership cycle? 

– On which phase have you concentrated your efforts? 

– Which phase has been underserved?  
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Discussion

From the membership activities you are conducting:

 Which ones respond to which phase of the membership 
cycle? 

 On which phase have you concentrated your efforts? 

 Which phase has been underserved?  

 Work in groups

20 minutes

Note down on a flipchart
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The aim of awareness-raising is two-
fold: 

 to ensure potential members are 
aware of the EBMO and what it does 
and 

 for the EBMO to be aware of the 
changing needs of members and 
potential members. 

Is the Value Proposition of the EBMO 
formulated and communicated in an 
efficient way?

The Membership Cycle
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 Where should recruitment efforts of 
the EBMO focus? Identify priority 
segments to conduct penetration analysis

 Can the EBMO rely on a broad base of 
members? Can the EBMO rely on 
segments of the economy having the 
most weight (GDP)? Are the emerging 
sectors in membership? Map 
membership segments to identify if 
important ones are missed (SMEs? 
Informal?)

• In areas of strong membership – what can 
we do to attract free riders?

• In areas of poor membership – are we 
responding adequately to needs?

The Membership Cycle
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Possible actions

1. Obtain information on potential members and rank them

to establish recruitment goals.

2. Adapt your value proposition following your ranking.

3. Have a range of tools prepared to support your

recruitment actions.

4. Develop and implement actions for recruiting members.

5. Ensure smooth integration of new members to the

organization.

6. Develop retention policies for new members.
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1. Obtain information on potential members and rank

them to stablish recruitment goals

Information you might need:

 What segments of the economy are currently affiliated to your BMO? What 

are you missing? Are you adequately representing SMEs? Do you have 

young entrepreneurs?

 How representative are you in each segment?

 What are the missing segments to recruit? Why? What are their 

characteristics?

 Are there important trends in the economy/society that suggest you aim for 

an specific sector/area?

 What are your competitors doing?

 What can you specifically offer to your target segments?
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Companies

 Select a criterion (sector, field or

industry or, eventually, size).

 Determine, from publicly available

data, the number of companies

registered as operating in that sector

or industry (or of that size).

 Extract from your member database

how many of those companies are

members of your organization.

 Define new membership objectives

considering money, knowledge,

prestige, and greater representation

that new members could bring.

Business Associations

 Mapping (primary research) of sectoral

and territorial business associations in

the country.

 Obtain information and data on the

"power" and representativeness of

these organizations.

 Extract from your member database

how many of these associations are

affiliated to your organization

(umbrella).

 Define the strategic objectives taking

into account the "benefits of

representativeness" for your

organization: which organizations will

you address so that your BMO is more

representative?

Is it easy to get those

lists?

Where can they be 

obtained?

DEBATE

Recruiting
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2. Adapt your value proposition 

following your ranking

General value 

propositions for new 

members.

Specific value 

propositions for the 

target segments 

(sectors, regions, size).

The BO must test the 

value propositions with 

the planned segment.

In its communications, 

the BO must constantly 

use its value 

proposition.

The BMO should develop:
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3. Have a range of tools prepared to support 

your recruitment actions

 BMO’s list of achievements concerning lobbying and political

influence.

 Attractive brochure.

 Membership package.

 Quotes in the media of the BMO’s CEO, about the work of the

organization.

 Simple membership forms (paper and online).

 Short business agenda (incidence).

 Social media.

 Short video message for social networks.

 Press columns (editorial) and specialized press in human resources.
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4. Develop and implement actions for 

recruiting afiliates

Visit companies 

«Colleague to 
Colleague» visits: 

Organization 
ambassadors 

Advertisement 
expos

Informational events

Letters with 
brochures

Phone calls
TV and local radio 
announcements

Announcements in 
local newspapers

Emails Websites
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Addittional promotional actions

 Trial period for membership(?);

 Free service packages for new members;

 Tax deduction from the subscription;

 Special memberships at a lower rate for accessing basic online 

information.
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5. Ensure smooth integration of new members

to the organization

 Welcome package: Membership package with precise information

about the operation, priorities in the promotion agenda and service

offer.

 Monthly breakfast meeting with Executive Directors and Board

members.

 Presentation at a social event, Annual General Assembly.

 Visit the facilities of the new affiliates (personalized visit) .
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6. Develop retention policies for new 

members

 The first year(s) is (are) fundamental to ensure that new affiliates

become loyal affiliates.

 Specific monitoring on use of services, participation in social

activities, Annual General Assembly, etc.

 At least three (3) personal contacts during the first year.

 Important indicator: retention rate of new members after one (1)

year.
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 Retention of existing members is even 
more important (and way cheaper) than 
recruiting new members

 The Key is to keep members engaged!
 How?

• By knowing why they join;

• By acknowledging (publicly) their joining, their 
contribution to the EBMO’s work, their success;

• By keeping them informed and encouraging 
them to ACT ie. give their views / comments / 
inputs on matters of their interest (social media 
can help); participate to meetings and events 
etc.;

• By responding to their needs (segmentation) 
and making clear what the concrete value add 
of activities you organize is;

• By measuring engagement and communicating 
on achievements.

The Membership Cycle
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Membership retention
Achieve high retention rate
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Why focussing on membership retention?

Two overriding reasons: 

1) Cost 

effectiveness. 

Retention between 5 

and 10 times cheaper 

than recruitment 

2) Customer loyalty 

a trump card. 

Loyal members spend 

more. 

Word of mouth most 

important for 

recruitment of new 

members; old 

members are the best 

ambassadors 
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Benchmarking retention rate

If retention rate is below 

80% there is a problem

Year by year (signal 

function)
With competitors (if 

possible)

With other territorial 

organizations
With EO’s from other 

countries
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Some possible actions

1. Monitor member (whilst they are still members, in grace period, 

after the leave –re-engagement)

2. Simplify the administrative process for fees payment

3. Develop clear governance rules on members’ rights and 

obligations

4. Develop tools to measure members’ satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction and solve complaints

5. Reward members loyalty 

6. Inform, engage, provide services to members 
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Measuring and analysing retention

We should know

¿Por qué la están abandonando? 

1. Monitoring members

Which members will most likely leave soon?

How many and which members are leaving? 

Why are they leaving (reasons – quality info)? 
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The CEO and management of the organization should have access to

the following info:

- Every three months: List of members at risk as they are not using

services; not opening emails or newsletter; no participation in activity

of the organization

- Automatically generated list of members with payments due in short

future .

- Bi-monthly state of play on members which failed to pay

membership contributions at required time

En function of the analysis above:

“Preventive care” for non users of EBMO services via call- visit-

reminding service offer

1. Monitoring members
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The CEO and management of the organization should have access to

the following information:

- A list of non payers during their grace period

- Segmentation of the list on the basis of agreed criteria: size of

company ; sector; region.

- Complete information with internal data on user rate of EO services

and data on satisfaction.

- Divide the segmented list in categories of priority by type of action

(visit, call) and author of intervention (Board member, CEO,

graduate staff)

- If they decide to leave use exit surveys to understand main reason

for leaving and decide further actions

1. Monitoring members during grace period
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1. Monitoring former members –reengagement 

Lack of value
No participation / 

comunication
Financial
problems

Members of other
EBMO “Accident”

Disagreement with
a position taken

by the
organization

Main reason for leaving
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1. Monitoring former members –reengagement 

Define best processes and actions for re-engagement 

If retention process have been completed, after the exit survey, it is better to 
avoid contacting the Company for 3 to 6 months.

After 3-6 months:

Define type of action (email, call, visit) and author of the intervention (staff, 
CEO, Board member, President):

 If needed, obtain more info on reasons for leaving the EBMO

 Remind the value proposition and recent EBMO achievements

 Excuses for the bad quality of the service (if applicable)

 Corrective actions to remedy mistakes (if applicable);

 If a member wants to come back, consider discounts on arrears or new 
registration fees (better if included in governance rules)
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2. Making sure members pay their subscription fees: 

simplifying admin and payment processes

Rule number 1: Make sure members are happy to pay  

• Letter which includes the invoice, but also the benefits obtained by  

company by being a members

• Discounts for early payers

Rule number 2: Simplify members’life

• On line payment system

• System for automatic billing for renovation through banks

• 2-3 years membership (with applicable discount)

• Reminder members about payment 

Rule number 3: Simplify your life

• Being equipped with a CRM or system to generate automatic 

invoices
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3. Develop clear governance rules on members’ 

rights and obligations

 The CEO and the Board develop and implement governanance rules over

members’ obligations and rights related to membership fees.

Definition of the grace
period (3 months? 6 

months?)

Loss of entitlement to 
EBMO services delivery  

after non payment 
Loss of voting rights

Keeping some basic
information Service 

during X months after
non  paying fees

Non payment without
written notification: 

financial sanctions (?)

Establish clear rules for
exceptional non fee

payment (see next slide)
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Satisfaction / dissatisfaction analysis: 

• Analysis via CRM: use of services, total number of users and users per 

service (theme-area)

• Members’ satisfaction on each service: automatically generated

• Annual satisfaction survey per member: CEO and HR (example)

• Exit survey for members which leave the organization (example)

Solving complaints  

• Accessibility to receive complaints (mail-web)

• Complaints solutions 

• Complaints register

• Reward, if needed

4. Develop tools to measure members’ 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction and solve 

complaints

• Simple

• short(max 10 min.).

• Preferibly via phone

https://www.itcilo.org/en/the-centre/programmes/employers-activities/employers-and-business-members-organization-package/MembershipFeedbackSurvey2017.pdf
https://www.itcilo.org/en/the-centre/programmes/employers-activities/employers-and-business-members-organization-package/MemberExitSurvey.pdf
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5. Reward loyal members

Develop and implement a system to reward members

loyalty (members for 5, 10, 20 years) by:

 Discount for certain services

 Exclusivity in certain meetings events

 Exposure in press

 Awards
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 Subscription renewal should be a straightforward 
process. EBMOs should show professionalism by 
sending invoices on time and clearly communicate 
deadlines (CRM software is useful in that respect).

 Incentives for swift or early renewals can be put in 
place.

 Non payment of subscriptions should be acted upon 
in line with rules laid out in the Constitution. 
Remember: in the real world, nobody can buy a 
good or service for free!

 Important for the EBMO is to use the renewal period 
to communicate on achievements in general as well 
as individually for each member (what did YOU get 
out of the membership to our organization?)

 The process to fix the level of subscription payments 
should be open and transparent. Also crucial is to be 
clear on:
• What services are comprised in the membership package 

covered by the annual subscription fee;

• What is not comprised and is available for an extra fee (price for 
members vs price for non-members).

 Exit surveys with members deciding not to renew 
their membership are very important to improve 
future retention and reinstatement efforts.

The Membership Cycle
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 Former members may be 
good potential members;

 Depending on the reasons for 
leaving, contacts can be kept 
in order to assess if 
circumstances are again 
favorable for membership;

 In any case, clarity on 
conditions for new 
membership need to be clear

The Membership Cycle
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The Membership CycleRecap and Quiz - Membership cycle for 
EBMOs
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Membership packs

Ghana GEA

Cambodia CAMFEBA

Philippines ECOP
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«Join Ibec» button Visible on first page 

of the website

Video on membership also accessible

on Youtube

Dowloadable brochure explaing why the EBMO is Influential; 

Dynamic; Ambitious & Connected

More information on Membership package + Preview of 

service

Online application

Request a quote

Testimonials

Preview of expert content produced by Ibec (special website / Guide)

Contact membership

officers

Join IBEC website
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Membership brochure
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Membership brochure
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9-AMfhw5Qc

Sector Asssociation Presentation 
Video
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REC Public Sector campaign

Recruitment campaign
for segment
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Physical tools
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CHAMBER OF INDUSTRIES 

AND PRODUCTION, Ecuador

Using visuals & infographics
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One message, two
ways to present it

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpOXACUSxEQ

http://www.msn.com/it-it/?ocid=iehp
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Federgon’s #jobfie initiative actively 

engages members by asking recruitment 

consultants to take a selfie of themselves 

with the workers they are placing into jobs 

and uploading the pictures onto a dedicated 

micro-site. Participants are then encouraged 

to use Facebook and Twitter to share the 

picture. 

The underlying aim of the #jobfie initiative is 

to showcase the crucial role that recruitment 

professionals play in getting people into 

work. 

The scheme is also a great example of 

galvanising the membership base around 

some collective action that is relatively easy 

to deliver and also provides some tangible 

profile-raising benefit for the participating 

businesses. 

Involving members
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Australia Chamber of 
Commerce and 
Industry
Too Big To Ignore
Social media 
campaign

Involving members
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More 
resources
available on 
our website

https://www.itcilo.org/en/the-centre/programmes/employers-activities/employers-and-

business-members-organization-package

https://www.itcilo.org/en/the-centre/programmes/employers-activities/employers-and-business-members-organization-package
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Programme for Employers’ Activities

E-mail: actempturin@itcilo.org

Phone: +39 011 693 6590

https://www.itcilo.org/en/the-centre/programmes/employers-activities 


